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Discovery Exploration vs Feasibility Demonstration

Conventional Farmouts
• Historically juniors have generated a prospect and drilled it on a 100% ownership basis until a discovery is made and its
limits delineated; the project was then optioned to a major which handled the feasibility demonstration part of the
exploration-development cycle. The maturation of institutional audiences for discovery plays with scale means that once
a junior has a discovery today it can fund it with equity on a 100% basis.
• during the nineties the emergence of institutional equity capital enabled companies to engage in feasibility
demonstration of projects secured in third world frontiers
• from 2003 onwards rising metal prices due to the China super cycle enabled juniors to acquire the economic failures of
past exploration cycles and demonstrate feasibility with the influx of institutional capital, which got recycled when
producers bought out the juniors to boost their mine inventory. Most of the advanced projects remaining in junior hands
today are optionality bets on higher metal prices
• farmouts to majors are still possible but are done based on district scale concepts and targets. A typical deal involved
spending money over a set number of years to earn 51%, at which point the major could elect to earn a bigger interest by
funding economic study milestones, sometimes as high as 85%.
• The problem for the junior is that the market priced its upside in terms of the net interest, the junior had no control over
disclosure and exploration decisions, had no other exit strategy possibilities, and was vulnerable to the major staying at
simple majority and cash calling the junior to death.
• Strategic alliances emerged where the junior was advanced capital by a major to generate prospects among which the
major could choose to option on pre-defined terms.
• Farmouts by prospect-generator style juniors to other “promotional” juniors emerged as a risk diversification strategy –
the problem was that the partner often dropped the option when results did not support promoting retail investors to buy
the farm-in junior’s stock

A new « win-win » type of farmout
• April 24, 2017: Goldstrike Resources options up to 75% of Plateau project in the Yukon to Newmont
• Newmont buys US $4.5 million in Goldstrike stock at a 100% premium to market and obtains 3 year right to buy
additional private placement units at 10-15% premium to market to bring its stake to a maximum of 19.9%
• The private placement proceeds are earmarked for the Plateau project
• Once the private placement funds are spent Newmont can earn 51% by spending US $13 million by Dec 15, 2020 in
stages of which the first $4 million by Dec 15, 2018 is mandatory
• In addition Newmont must pay US $6 million cash in stages of which $1 million on closing another $1 million by Dec 15,
2018 is mandatory
• Newmont must complete a 43-101 resource estimate by 2020 and pay $1 per equivalent gold oz if the resource
exceeds 1 million oz gold
• Upon vesting for 51% Newmont can elect to earn 75% by spending at least US $16 million and delivering a feasibility
study by Dec 15, 2027
• Once Newmont vests for 75% Goldstrike will have the option of funding its 25% of costs or reduce to a 20% interest by
letting Newmont fund all mine development costs
• If after electing for 75% Newmont misses any of its milestones its 51% interest reverts to a 49% interest
• The only flaw in this deal for the junior is that Newmont can choose to stay at 51% and cash call Goldstrike
• This deal is a win-win because Newmont has complete control of the project, the junior is not exposed to cost overruns,
the cash paid by Newmont allows Goldstrike to pursue 100% owned projects in the Yukon, and the 19.9% gives
Newmont a leg up on any competing bid for Goldstrike

Another « win-win » type of farmout
• April 10, 2017: Atac Resources options up to 70% of Orion project in the Yukon to Barrick
• Barrick buys CAD $8.3 million in Atac stock to own 19.9% and gets a flow-through writeoff
• Barrick can maintain a 19.9% interest by participating pro rate in any other equity financings
• Barrick is committed to spend $10 million over 3 years and must spend $35 million by Dec 31, 2021 to earn 60%
• On vesting for 60% Barrick can elect to spend another $20 million by Dec 31, 2026 to earn 70%
• If Barrick declines to increase to 70%, Atac can buy back 10.1% from Barrick so that it owns 50.1% and Barrick 49.9%
• Atac will manage the program with technical support from Barrick
• The Orion project is the least explored segment of the Rackla Belt controlled 100% by Atac
• The flaw in this deal is that the 10.1% buyback terms are not defined

New trend: producers buying 19.9% equity with no farm-in rights
• First pursued in 1998-2001 by Billiton plc, revived in 2012 by Hecla Mining
• Currently pursued by Goldcorp, Agnico-Eagle, Hecla, and Oceana
• Seek district scale projects, have right to maintain 19.9% stake, enables producer to capitalize investment rather than
expense it, outsources exploration to aggressive technical teams and gives an implicit quality endorsement to retail and
institutional audiences, leaves junior’s 100% flagship project available for buyout auction

Non-Equity Financing for Juniors
• Royalty sales – purchasers mainly interested in advanced projects supported by 43-101
economic studies, many projects already burdened by uncapped vendor or government royalties,
a royalty deal usually requires the junior to have a more pessimistic metal price outlook than the
royalty buyer for a “fair” sale price to be negotiated, or the royalty buyer needs to see potential to
develop a lot more metal than outlined in the mining plan
• Streaming – also applies only to advanced projects, involves pre-selling a by-product metal such
as silver on terms that fix the price the producer will receive, purchaser receives the benefit of
higher future metal prices.
• Both are a one time opportunity for a junior to raise capital during a market crisis that avoids
substantial equity dilution

Private placement equity
financing are by far the
primary means through
which resource juniors raise
capital.

Almost all resource juniors
start on the TSXV. As their
projects shift into feasibility
demonstration they migrate
to the TSX where they are
taken over by majors.

Since 2002 resource juniors which
ended up with feasibility
demonstration stage projects
raised twice as much via equity as
juniors focused on discovery
exploration while listed on the
TSXV.

A substantially bigger amount than
$33 billion was raised after they
migrated to the TSX. Since 2007
over 500 economic studies have
been published under 43-101 .
Over 200 former juniors were
taken over for more than $130
billion since 2002.

Method: based on junior being classified as
resource sector at the time of financing by
Kaiser Research Online and the most
advanced stage project owned by the
company. If a project achieved a PEA or
higher stage the company and financing
are classified as “feasibility
demonstration”. Financing data from TSXV
Monthly Review.

From 2003-2009 TSXV
equity financing was
dominated by juniors
working on demonstrating
the feasibility of existing
deposits in the context of
higher metal prices created
by the China super cycle and
financial crisis anxiety.
Discovery exploration
financing made a comeback
in 2010-2011 but suffered
during the bear market years
of 2012-2015.
Since the turnaround in
2016 fewer juniors are
working on advanced
projects and more are
funding discovery
exploration.
(2017 does not have Nov-Dec data.)

Problems with Equity Financing of Juniors
• Accredited Investor Restriction: private placement participants must have $200,000 annual
household income or a $1 million net worth that does not include equity in principal residential
real estate – a small pool in Canada, with Reg 144 complications for US residents, who verifies
“accredited” status, what if regulators boost net worth threshold?
• Client Relationship Model (CRM): full service advisors must deem an order “suitable” for which a
high risk high reward junior does not qualify when client is aged 55 plus, shift to fee based asset
management, future is “robo-advising” that dispenses with human intermediaries, portfolios
stuffed with firm approved “structured products”, no room for juniors, flight to independent
online “discount” brokerage accounts is the new trend, many not set up to handle delivery of
legended stock and warrant exercise
• Algo (Bot) Trading and Sector Evaluation Opacity: capital stripping by “flash boys” who exploit
“economic geology” blackout created by rules which restrict “size of the prize” quantification to
43-101 economic studies, day trading accounts selling short on a down-tick, market failing as
price discovery mechanism, investors fleeing to pure gambling venues like bitcoin where you
don’t need to know anything about anything, just bet on the trend
• Gambling vs Investment: refusal by regulators to acknowledge that all investment falls within a
risk spectrum of gambling on uncertain outcomes, a cynical war on the resource junior ecosystem that is starving discovery exploration of risk capital

If you are willing to give
a junior this degree of
information do you
deserve to be an
accredited investor?

A half step in the right direction: Existing
Shareholder Exemption
• BC Instrument 45-534 – “Existing Shareholder Exemption”
• Must own a share before private placement announced – this is a malicious requirement
grounded in the idea that if a person owns shares they are sufficiently knowledgeable about a
company to understand the risk reward potential – violates the idea that if a direct investment
opportunity arises an individual can do the research needed to make a calculated bet, also
imposes a ridiculous verification burden on the junior
• Maximum $15,000 per issuer per 12 month period – very reasonable!
• A company may allocate a portion of a proposed private placement to “existing shareholders”
and choose to use a pro-rata system or first-come-first-serve, headache is the cumbersome
boiler-plate paperwork whose legal cost to the junior escalates the smaller the investment
• Regulators have added an exemption that a non-accredited investor need not be an existing
shareholder if a registered representative deems participation to be “suitable”. Under what
circumstances would a broker say OK? And if the investor no longer relies on a full service
broker, who will deem “suitability”? This is regulatory cyniscism at its extreme!
• Simply allowing non-millionaires to participate in private placements with financial per issuer
per time period restrictions would open a vast pool of risk capital for the resource juniors

The Challenge of Economic Geology: the Size of the Prize

Story sounds intriguing to
retail investors, but chart
looks terrible. Is the stock
cheap or an avoid? No
brokerage firm covers it,
and only a couple
newsletter writers have
ever recommended it. The
company claims to have
the key to finding the
missing half of Nevada’s
gold endowment, but in
the absence of an
establishment based
endorsement, how does
an individual investor
assign a fair value to the
stock?

Disclaimer: John Kaiser has recommended
NGE since late 2008, owns the stock, as do
his suscribers.

Economic Geology: Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF)
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Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be
included as an initial negative value in the cash
flow series because anything to the power of 0
=1. VBA functions start with n=1.

What if NGE found another Cortez Hills Breccia deposit under
the gravels of Grass Valley that could be underground mined?

Rational Speculation Model – Uncertainty Ladder for Metal Projects
Success Probability
Exploration Cycle Stages

Outcome Target Fair Value Channels
($ Millions)

Certainty

Leverage

$100

$500

$2,000

1

Grassroots

0.5-1%

100-200

<$1

$2.5-5

$10-20

2

Target Drilling

1-2.5%

40-100

$1-2.5

$5-12.5

$20-50

3

Discovery Delineation

2.5-5%

20-40

$2.5-5

$12.5-25

$50-100

4

Infill Drilling & Metallurgy

5-10%

10-20

$5-10

$25-50

$100-200

5

PEA

10-25%

4-10

$10-25

$50-125

$200-500

6

Prefeasibility

25-50%

2-4

$25-50

$125-250

$500-1,000

7

Permitting,
Feasibility

50-75%

1.3-2

$50-75

$250-375

$1,000-1,500

8

Construction

75-100%

1

$75-100

$375-500

$1,500-2,000

9

Production

$100

$500

$2,000

Marketing

&

100%

Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row for each outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the target value by the success chance. ie stage 4
target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50

Who cares what
some biased
individual long a lot
of stock thinks the
outcome of
exploration at Grass
Valley might be?
Or even what
management thinks
if it dares to share
secretly its internal
economic geology
calculations?
Is not everybody
just talking their
book?

Imagine a portal of 2,000+ Australian & Canadian juniors which
features 4,000+ projects, any of which a member could choose to
visualize an outcome for and share for all to see and critique?

Could the wisdom of crowds in a competitive and collaborative reputation based
environment bridge the valuation gap between concept and economic study?

The Share Collective – enabling the
crowd to quantify fundamental
outcome potential in a collaborative
& competitive social space and in
doing so create an externalized
consensus expectation that each
investor can bet on or against.

Existing Crowd Forums - Hot Copper & Stockhouse: linear,
unstructured text, weak reputation algorithms, often deteriorate
into brawls between bashers and pumpers, do not help quantify
the size of the prize.

www.ShareCollective.co
Kaiser Research Online
www.KaiserResearch.com

Original seed backer
Andy Greig, former
head of Bechtel’s
global mining unit

346 Rheem Blvd #107,
Moraga, CA, 94556, USA
Email: jkaiser@KaiserResearch.com
Twitter: @KaiserResearch
Skype: KaiserResearch
Tel: (925) 631-9748

When members of a crowd with a conflict of interest and the goal of
influencing the market and each other connect the dots and share the result
in an untrusted, competitive environment, what is the collective result?

